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        Welcome to Chemodex - The UK's Hub of Quality and Innovation
Nestled in the heart of Worksop, Chemodex has steadily risen as the beacon of quality, offering a vast array of products tailored to meet the diverse needs of the UK market. From the individual car enthusiast to large-scale industrial operations, our commitment remains unwavering: deliver excellence, every time.
Deep Dive into Chemodex's Distinctive Collections
Cleaning Products: 
Delve deeper into a world where cleanliness transcends mere action. Chemodex’s cleaning range, an elegant blend of powerful car shampoos and intricate electrical cleaners, offers an experience 
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          Welcome to Chemodex - The UK's Hub of Quality and Innovation
Nestled in the heart of Worksop, Chemodex has steadily risen as the beacon of quality, offering a vast array of products tailored to meet the diverse needs of the UK market. From the individual car enthusiast to large-scale industrial operations, our commitment remains unwavering: deliver excellence, every time.
Deep Dive into Chemodex's Distinctive Collections
Cleaning Products: 
Delve deeper into a world where cleanliness transcends mere action. Chemodex’s cleaning range, an elegant blend of powerful car shampoos and intricate electrical cleaners, offers an experience akin to rejuvenation. Reflecting the quintessential British dedication to pristine environments, our products not only ensure cleanliness but transform spaces, bestowing them with a freshness that lingers.
Engine Oil: 
Every engine tells a story, and with Chemodex, it's always one of empowerment and brilliance. Our engine oils, perfected over years of research, become the life force of your vehicles. Each drop is engineered to perfection, ensuring that the pulse of Britain remains unfaltering and robust.
Vehicle Valeting: 
A vehicle often mirrors its owner's personality and aspirations. With Chemodex's valeting products, every vehicle, whether a classic vintage or a modern marvel, receives the royal treatment it deserves, ensuring it gleams with pride and sophistication.
Auto Additives: 
The drive of tomorrow demands more. Chemodex’s auto additives offer that ‘more’. Whether it's about elevating performance or ensuring longer vehicle life, our additives, crafted with precision, transform every drive into a memorable experience, echoing the nation’s love for the road.
Anti Seize & Grease: 
Industries evolve, and with Chemodex, they do so seamlessly. Our range of lubricants ensures that machinery, the heartbeats of industries, operate with unparalleled smoothness. With Chemodex, friction becomes a thing of the past, and efficiency the norm.
Aerosols: 
A testament to Chemodex’s innovation, our aerosols are the embodiment of precision-packed performance. Each spray releases a promise - a commitment to delivering results that are not just effective but exemplary.
Transmission Oil: 
In the intricate dance of a vehicle's components, transmission oil plays a pivotal role. Chemodex ensures this role is played to perfection, balancing innovation with reliability, offering your vehicle a lifetime of smooth transitions.
Decosol Vehicle Care: 
Vehicles demand more than just care; they demand passion. Our Decosol range encapsulates this passion, ensuring every application enhances your vehicle's allure and longevity, making it a masterpiece on wheels.
Hands & Hygiene: 
The modern world reminds us daily of the importance of hygiene. Chemodex rises to this occasion, offering products that don’t just clean but offer a sanctuary of safety, safeguarding one's health with unparalleled efficacy.
Vehicle Ancillaries: 
Every part of your vehicle deserves unparalleled attention. Dive into Chemodex's wide-ranging collection, each product designed meticulously to ensure every nook and cranny of your vehicle shines with pride.
Industrial Oils: 
Industries, the behemoths of modern civilisation, deserve the best. Chemodex’s industrial oils, the pinnacle of research and innovation, ensure that machinery operates at its peak, day in and day out.
Agricultural Oil: 
Agriculture, a blend of age-old traditions and modern techniques, is the UK's pride. Chemodex’s oils are tailor-made to complement this sector, ensuring that the land yields its best, season after season.
Paints & Sealants: 
The world is a canvas, and with Chemodex, it's a vibrant one. Our paints and sealants promise not just colour but a lasting legacy, ensuring every painted surface tells a story of beauty and resilience.
Food Safe Collection: 
In a world where trust is paramount, Chemodex’s Foodtex range stands as a beacon. It's not just about food safety but about a commitment to quality, echoing our promise to never compromise on the well-being of our customers.
The Chemodex Commitment:
Beyond the product lies the promise. At Chemodex, we are not just suppliers; we are partners in your journey. Every product is a culmination of research, innovation, and an understanding of the intricate needs of our clientele. With swift deliveries, bespoke solutions, and a relentless pursuit of excellence, stepping into the world of Chemodex is an experience in itself.
A Partnership Beyond Products:
Chemodex is more than a brand; it's a movement towards superior quality and unmatched customer satisfaction. Our relationship with each client transcends beyond transactions; we believe in forging partnerships. These partnerships are built on trust, nourished by quality, and strengthened by the consistent excellence we deliver.
The Chemodex Experience:
Walking with Chemodex means embarking on a journey of discovery. Discover the precision in our products, the passion in our services, and the promise in our brand. Every touchpoint, from the initial browse to the final delivery, is curated to offer you a seamless and enriching experience.
Embracing Tomorrow, Today:
As we look towards the horizon, Chemodex's vision is clear: to remain at the forefront of innovation, to continuously elevate our standards, and to be the beacon of reliability and quality in the UK. Our legacy is not just in the products we offer but in the countless stories of satisfaction and trust we've been a part of. Join us in shaping the future, one quality product at a time.
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sales@chemodex.co.uk

01909 473301

Canal Road, Worksop

	Nottinghamshire, S80 2EH
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MISSION STATEMENT

                      Chemodex have supplied high performance
lubricants and chemical products for over
40 years and have built up a wealth of
experience in serving all types of industry,
including manufacturing, engineering,
transport and haulage and the food
and textile sectors.
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